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Abstract. Modern information and communications systems are increasingly composed of highly dynamic aggregations of adaptive or autonomic subsystems. Such composed systems of adaptive systems frequently exhibit complex interaction patterns that are difficult or impossible to predict with behavioral models. This creates significant challenges for management and governance across such systems as component behavior must adapt in ways that only become apparent after the system is deployed. As a result, the complexity of modern ICT systems, such as telecommunications networks, often exceeds the technological capacity to apply coherent, integrated governance to these systems of adaptive systems. Where components are managed, they are often managed in isolation (or silos) and where intelligent adaptive components are deployed, they adapt in an isolated response to pre-defined variables in an attempt to satisfy local goals. This results in partitioned, incoherent, inflexible, inefficient and expensive management, even for locally adaptive or autonomic systems. This paper presents an approach to apply emotional (affective) modeling, and processing and reasoning techniques to the management of such a system of adaptive systems. We focus on how an emotional management substrate can ease the modeling and mapping of high-level semantic governance directives down to enforceable constraints over the adaptive elements that make up the complex managed system. Keywords: Affective systems, management, autonomics, system of systems.



1 Introduction As modern ICT and telecommunications systems grow, and are increasingly composed and federated together, the day-to-day management of such systems is becoming more complex. As components become more complicated it has become necessary to enable them to self-manage by embedding a degree of intelligence and self-awareness, bounded by high-level management directives – a move inspired by the autonomic nervous system [1]. However, such autonomic management approaches are based on a default assumption that the managed components must be modeled exhaustively so that their stimuli and behaviors are fully understood before R. Brennan, J. Fleck II, and S. van der Meer (Eds.): MACE 2010, LNCS 6473, pp. 62–72, 2010. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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integrated control can be applied. In a large composed or federated system it is impractical to comprehensively model all future possible deployments and interactions of each constituent part so that each self-adaptive part will have a holistic view of the entire system, thereby enabling it to best constrain its own operation. An alternative is a very agile system that can dynamically identify and reason about its environment. This implies an ability to dynamically load and predict behaviors in a way that is not supported by traditional, for example stochastic, modeling approaches. Ideally emergent intelligent behaviors would solve these problems and in many generalized or abstract use cases this may appear sufficient. However, when faced with real-world constraints and the need to demonstrate considerable advantages over traditional communications management and control systems in real time, it is unlikely that current technologies will be able to fulfill such aspirations in the immediate future. Emotions are a higher-level cognitive means for an organism to balance competing goals and to guide decision making and enhance deliberative processing with behaviors and reactive processing to establish subjective utility values for alternative decisions and outcomes [19]. By adopting an emotional approach, a management system can be more flexible in uncertain and complex environments, can interpret constraints and provide feedback via the human governance interface in a more effective manner; can better select between goal achieving behaviors; and can operate in a more opportunistic way. This paper presents ongoing research to develop the theoretical and engineering foundations for a new breed of intelligent management system capable of applying coherent governance across highly complex distributed, heterogeneous, adaptive systems of systems. The approach presented here is based on a hierarchical control architecture coordinated by an “affective controller” which uses an affective model and a control loop based on appraisal theory to guide sub-system behavior towards high-level governance goals. The use of techniques inspired by neuro-biological models in this domain is not new, e.g. IBM’s Autonomic Systems initiative [1], however such systems are generally limited to controlling relatively well-contained sub-systems whose behaviors adapt on a small number of variables according to wellknown models [2]. How such autonomic systems can be integrated into larger managed systems remains an unexplored area that our research addresses [3]. Affective models have been applied to the problem of decision making in complex environments in research domains such as multi-agent systems [4], robotics [5][6][7][8], cybernetics [9], autonomics [10][11][12], games [13], human-computer interaction (HCI) [14] and cognitive systems [15][16]. Our work extends the state of the art in affective control systems by incorporating them into a hierarchical architecture that allows intelligence to be distributed across the network. In the field of telecommunications management our work is pioneering the application of affective reasoning to the problems of integrating and coordinating adaptivity; filtering and appraising events; and enabling human governance through an innovative and intuitive interface. The twin foci of our work are on the use of a common emotional-behavioral model to: • facilitate effective human governance of such a system through the expression of goals and constraints that are largely decoupled from the underlying (and timevarying) complexities of the adaptive system;
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• enable a new software engineering process for adaptive system design focused on a hierarchical, three tier architecture for affective-adaptive systems, that emphasizes runtime flexibility, local autonomy, the ability of higher level controllers to provoke/suppress behavior in lower layer controllers, the fusion of stimuli as they reach higher layers and the ability of higher layer controllers to influence stimuli fusion and generation in lower layers. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In the following sections we introduce the affective management architecture and discuss how it can be implemented. We also discuss a number of shortcomings of current autonomic approaches for managing a system of adaptive systems, and give examples of how the affective approach has been successfully applied in a number of other application domains. We then give two motivating example applications in the telecoms management domain, then we present a discussion of the applicability of the affective management approach. Finally we provide some concluding remarks.



2 Architecture The design of the affective management system is based on a hierarchical, multi-layer controller architecture (Fig. 1). Each controller in the hierarchy implements a generic controller model, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The control activities at each level in the hierarchy (reactive, adaptive, affective) are as follows: At the level of a traditional reactive controller, e.g. a sensor network gateway or a telecommunications service switching function, stimulus fusion (Fig. 3) is a simple relay of received events, the event-condition-action (ECA) policy rules define specific stimulus-response rules and the number of behaviors is limited to pre-defined management actions.



Fig. 1. Hierarchical affective management Fig. 2. Interactions between controllers in the a architecture Hierarchy hierarchical affective management architecture
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Fig. 3. The Generic controller model – showing connections to other generic controllers acting at higher and lower levels in the hierarchy



At the adaptive controller layer, each controller applies to relatively homogenous sub-systems where the local goals and behaviours are well understood, governance is supplied by ECA policies as well as predictive algorithms, responses are complex sub-system behaviors rather than simple atomic management actions. This corresponds to a typical autonomic system controller. Our contribution is at the new, affective controller layer. This is a new type of controller that manages a “system of systems” across heterogeneous sub-systems with complex interrelationships. It uses the abstraction of emotional state with associated drives and behaviours to make decisions in situations too complex for deterministic rules or algorithms. Decision-making will be based on an attempt to maximise positive emotional goal-yield shifts in all situations. As shown in Fig. 2, (and in more detail in Fig. 3) the main method of passing information to upper layers is by way of stimuli messages, either as events or streams, where the upper layers assert what types of information they require by way of subscriptions (to represent attention or focus). The upper layer can then influence the lower layers by suppressing or provoking behavior selection as required. This work is inspired by ongoing research in the cognitive science domain which speculates that higher order cognitive function (both processing and memory) is made possible by hierarchical abstraction of actions and concepts. Although there remains a debate about the physical validity of this approach (e.g. [17]) , it is clear that this hierarchical controller model is a well studied and validated approach for controlling and managing large, complex and distributed systems [18].
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The affective controller is based upon a new approach to the closed-loop appraisal theory model [19] of emotion-based control. Stimuli are mapped to variables represented as concepts in ontologies enabling extensible open world reasoning. Affects are derived from stimuli through state machines which maintain episodic state and influence the attention of the controller and hence the stimuli that it receives. The core affect of the system is represented as a probability distribution in a multidimensional space, with each dimension corresponding to a system-goal. Appraised affects are represented as probabilistic displacement vectors in this space, with affect valence represented as the direction of the vector, affect intensity the magnitude of the displacement and affect certainty being represented as the probability of the displacement. Behaviors are also mapped to probabilistic displacement vectors and are selected based upon maximizing the probabilistic goal yield shift of the core affect [20]. In this way the current affective properties of the system acts as a bias or weighting to effect the perception, planning and behaviour selection processes of the affective controller. This system borrows affective aspects from control theory, semantics, computer vision, HCI and robotics and combines them in a novel way to produce an innovative system that is rich enough to be applied to regulating a system composed of complex, distributed, adaptive sub-systems. In addition to its role as an abstraction of system state and behavior (including allowing limited prediction of future state) the emotional-behavioral model is at the top of the hierarchy of systems’ control mechanisms, with current emotional state and drives influencing all other aspects of the system. It enables cross-activity goal analysis and prioritization leading to behavior or action selection through methods such as the yield shift theory of satisfaction [20]. Emotional state alters and parameterizes the perception sub-system, for example by changing the salience of stimuli, the degree of abstraction or stereotyping used in decision-making and the ontologies used for knowledge representation or stimuli categorization. In addition it influences local behaviors via parameterization and prioritization. Finally historical state is aggregated in the form of emotion memories [5] that abstract away from the details of specific stimuli, situations, behaviors and actions but which facilitate emotional recall and influence on future actions. The use of emotional state also enables cross-node communication of this abstract state, independent of system specifics, especially if there is an agreed emotional ontology [21] with, if necessary, agreed or negotiated semantics for specific objects of emotion. Since the work described in this paper is still at an early stage a number of theoretical foundations need to be established. In the field of emotional processing it is recognized that there are four essential issues of an affective-behavioral model [12]: • What features (e.g. intensity, valence, expectedness, certainty) of emotions should be represented in the models? • How is an aggregate emotional state (core affect) aggregated from these emotional features? • How do stimuli from the system and its sensed environment, when appraised against the (emotional and non-emotional) state and goals of the system, change these emotional features and the emotional state? • How does the change of emotional state effect the cognitive and behavioral operation of the system, thus closing the inner and outer control loop?
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A promising approach centers on the use of ontological semantics to represent the features required, to assist in the multi-layer abstraction and interoperability of the models and to drive the stimuli subscriptions between layers. Since effective management of diversity is at the heart of our approach it will be necessary to iteratively validate the approach for a range of autonomic controller types, use cases and deployment domains. Thus it is proposed to build on the authors’ expertise to examine existing autonomic communications systems [22] ranging from the backbone network, the access network to enterprise and home-area networks. The composite autonomic adaptions to be addressed via affective controls include: traffic analysis, routing, load balancing, service level assurance and threat monitoring. Although we have touched on a mechanism to implement and evaluate these design choices, further work is required to validate both these and alternative approaches.



3 Comparison to State of the Art IBM’s Autonomic Systems initiative has inspired a wealth of research that addresses infrastructure management complexity [1]. However it has largely focused on specialized, stove-piped, centralized autonomic management solutions. Even in such centralized systems, enabling effective human governance has proved problematic since, for example, a policy-based approach inevitably leads to a large rule-base that is both impenetrable to human intuition and specified at a granularity suited to the autonomic controls rather than the goals of the human administrator. In addition the domain (or adaptation) specific nature of many current autonomic systems makes it very hard to co-ordinate or optimize global behavior across multiple autonomic systems [3]. Affective approaches have surfaced before in the autonomics literature, especially in early work [11][12]. For example in [23] some limited affective processing is used to encapsulate abstract state for a specific adaptation domain however the key distinguishing features of our work are the concepts of using emotional state as an abstraction across a multitude of potentially competing adaptive controls, the application of appraisal theory control loops as a means to define generic behavioral models that can encapsulate the behavior of diverse adaptive systems and the use of affect (emotion) as a metaphor to simplify human governance of systems of adaptive systems. Recent autonomics research has identified a need for a system of systems or a coordinated, federated approach for autonomic systems [3]. Unfortunately as system adaptability, scale and environmental dynamics increase it is no longer possible to design such systems based on relatively static, specific functional or business requirements. Instead more flexible systems are required that can adapt to new environmental factors, changing goals and stimuli. Fig. 4 illustrates the evolution that is envisaged with the new approach. In order to illustrate the potential utility of the new approach, the next section provides some examples of how the new approach can be applied.
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Fig. 4. Required evolution from the Autonomic to the Affective management approach



4 Application Examples Existing autonomic systems already successfully demonstrate aspects of autonomic self management, however, as these systems scale, particularly in an autonomic communications domain, it becomes increasingly difficult for a single high-level governance stratum to adequately abstract and generalize about the health and optimality of the whole system. This is further exacerbated as heterogeneity increases. Consider a very large system under attack from a low-intensity security attack (e.g. distributed Denial of Service attack). While individual adaptive parts of the system may try to recognize that an attack may be happening and may attempt to counteract the attack, a holistic approach is required to navigate the system to health. However, any automated governance system coordinating and overseeing the self-healing and self-protecting efforts of a large set of heterogeneous self-adaptive systems will be unable to provide different enforceable, concrete corrective measures to each of sub systems. The governance system can only adopt a high-level, abstract (concerned) stance, provide guidance or precedence to the self-adaptive sub-systems based on its holistic view, and request the sub-systems liaise with the governance system to coordinate the system to drive towards holistic health. Consider also a system of system of self-managing network heterogeneous subnets. Each self managing subnet will have its own specialized but limited or local view of the state and optimality of the network as a whole. However, it is acknowledged that it is impractical to have a single oversight layer micro-manage the different constituent elements of the network, or even possess the low-level state and diverse expertise to do so. Any high-level automated governance system coordinating and overseeing the self management efforts for a large set of heterogeneous adaptive systems will be unable to provide detailed, enforceable, concrete corrective measures
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to each sub-system. It can only adopt a high-level, abstract stance, provide guidance or priorities based on its holistic view, and liaise with the sub-systems to coordinate and drive them towards holistic optimality. Problems also arise where existing stovepipe autonomic network controllers need to be composed together or to be deployed on a different network technology. For example, standalone solutions for threat analysis, service level agreement (SLA) monitoring, network element load balancing and trust management, which must be effectively configured to work together to maximize network revenue, performance and safety. Experience shows that controlling and coordinating such systems traditionally requires extensive domain modeling, especially in terms of relatively rigid predictive behavioral models. Governance of such a system is deeply problematic since current event condition action (ECA) policies typically must be specified at a level that is too fine-grained to support human intuition about the high level business goals of such a system of adaptive systems. One solution is to build a replacement, multi-goal optimizing system (ignoring the real need to leverage existing investment) but the result is likely to be a more expensive and monolithic stovepiped autonomic system that must grudgingly co-habit with other adaptive systems. Another approach is to have a canonical, complete domain description, at multiple levels of abstraction, perhaps defined as a policy continuum, in an information model for the adaptive management system to draw upon and be driven by. However the rigidity of this approach, coupled with the need for comprehensive, timely, fine-grained and consistent models of the business, services and networks make it either expensive to deploy and maintain or likely to revert to the case of traditional incomplete domain models with no significant ability to adapt to dynamic service compositions or new behavior patterns for the system of systems.



5 Discussion The goal of this work is to provide concrete breakthroughs in a number of fundamental research areas. In the area of distributed intelligence and control, complex real-world ICT systems of adaptive systems have intelligence and control distributed throughout the system. Sub-systems may change their behavior in response to events (reactive control) or may have more dynamic, adaptive behavior within an autonomic controller. This work requires the use of affect models to represent, appraise and regulate the impact of composite, distributed, adaptive sub-system behaviors on overall system goals where individual sub-system behaviors are too complex to be traditionally modeled or reliably predicted. Advances are also required in the fields of event processing, appraisal and filtering. ICT systems produce streams of messages about their state – events, errors, logs, alarms and so on. Processing this data to identify significant events that require behavioral changes quickly leads to data-overload. Hierarchical control systems typically address this problem by aggregating lower level events to provide ‘summaries’ to upper levels. However, to understand state changes that come from unexpected interactions between sub-systems, it is often necessary to analyze and correlate specific events from diverse sub-systems, hence higher level controllers
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must have access to lower level events in order to adapt correctly. The presented innovative architecture supports both bottom up, salience based messaging as well as a top-down attention model controlled by affective state to govern the flows of stimuli (events) between controllers in the hierarchy. As adaptability, scale and the complexity of their environmental interactions increase it becomes impossible to design systems based on relatively static and specific functional or business requirements. The affective model presented in this paper will capture and operate on high-level system goals, providing a novel governance goal decomposition mechanism that is abstracted away from specific underlying technologies or controllers and can be extended to incorporate new high level goals or controllers as they become apparent. The complexity of distributed IT systems is such that controllers rarely have a complete and reliable picture of the state of the systems that they control and it is generally difficult to understand events so that they can be reliably linked to changes in system state. It is planned to further design the affective appraisal model to deal with uncertainty and enable decision making even in situations where uncertainty is pervasive. Many important issues in affective systems, neuroscience and psychology governing the use, modeling and effects of affect remain controversial. However, much criticism arises from the lack of definitive proof of the neurological or clinical accuracy of the approaches, not with the efficacy of these models when correctly applied in technological domains. Thus, the risk that advances in neuroscience or psychology could invalidate models, e.g. appraisal theory for humans, has little relevance to our application of them. Some affective systems research argues that placing emotions at the top of the control loop is insufficient and instead a more complex control architecture is required that is based on a synthesis between affect and other (cognitive) aspects of a system's controllers. However appraisal-based control has been demonstrated to be highly effective at decision-making in complex, real-time situations, e.g. human dialog maintenance, so it is likely that this concern is more relevant for building realistic artificial emotional-cognitive models rather than the applications considered here. A related observation is that emotional guidance is not always desirable in humans, even with cognitive mechanisms available to constrain the degree of emotion involved in making decisions. In this work, however, the affective controller will still be constrained by the goals and drives of the human overseer with additional engineering constraints operating at every level (reactive, adaptive, affective) of the control hierarchy. Finally, there are many pitfalls of affectbased HCI, but again they are not in scope for this work since the affect model is only envisaged here as a metaphor to simplify governance rather than to generate realistic synthetic emotions to promote human-machine empathy.



6 Conclusions This paper proposes the basis of a systems theory for large-scale autonomic systems that supports integrated management without requiring standardisation on a single technology. In addition, if successful, the affective models deployed naturally lead to interdisciplinary research paths in cognitive and computer science in management
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system HCI, applications of emotional memory and the exploitation of socialemotional interactions for affective controller-based management systems. The most significant novelty of this proposal is that it will develop an affective controller and build on the presented architecture in a way that can be applied to manage complex composed systems of heterogeneous adaptive systems where intelligence is distributed throughout the system and where federated sub-systems may adapt autonomously of their controllers according to their own local goals. The appraisal theory approach to stimulus processing and affect derivation, multidimensional core affect states, combined with standard hierarchical control models, is common in robotics and HCI. While the concept of mapping emotional states to a multi-dimensional core-affect space is not new, it has been primarily applied to problems of emotional expressions in virtual characters, or motivation inference of human operators, but the use of this approach to govern high-level decision making in complex, distributed multi-objective problem spaces is novel. In addition, the introduction of probability and uncertainty into this appraisal, the use of semantics to support extensibility of stimuli to variable derivation, and the use of episodic state machines as a means of exploring the effect of stimuli on system state and mapping particular emotional changes to particular causes is also entirely novel. While there have been several previous (and somewhat successful) attempts at combining autonomic control with the emotional metaphor, these attempts have exclusively focused on centralized and monotonic systems, and always internal to the autonomic controller. A key novelty of this approach is to use the affective approach to govern multiple heterogeneous and distributed self-adapting systems, as a single holistic system, without breaking the operation of the underlying autonomous systems, rather to act as high-level holistic oversight.
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